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ABSTRACT
The goal of this paper is to present a computational frame-
work that enables us to generate elementary speech act se-
quences in a dialogue between an electronic assistant and a
computer user. Since naive users of complex systems often
do not think and communicate in terms of domain charac-
teristics, we will concentrate on the conversational process
of the understanding of the meaning of a vocabulary shared
by two dialogue participants. In order to give meaning to
their vocabulary, agents need to translate terms into their
private domain ontologies. We consider a dialogue game
in which agents produce speech acts or `moves' to transfer
relevant information with respect to a particular agreement
about the meaning of the words in the vocabulary. Describ-
ing the properties and the dynamics of the cognitive states
or cognitive constructs in relation to the various dialogue
contributions is an essential part of this work. In particular,
we address the following basic questions: What type of cog-
nitive constructs should be included to model the dialogue's
basic structural properties? How do the various dialogue
contributions change the existing cognitive constructs? How
do these changes inuence the generation of new contribu-
tions?

1. INTRODUCTION
When we interact with computers, we often want them

to be endowed with characteristics that closely mimic hu-
man communication. One of these characteristics is the
ability of humans to react in a cooperative manner to the
communicative actions of the dialogue partner. In everyday
conversation, people e�ortlessly answer questions, accept or
deny assertions, con�rm the receipt of a message and pro-
vide relevant feedback in case of communication problems.
Since the cognitive and communicative abilities of humans
are so well adapted to the real-time processing of these vari-
ous interaction structures, we expect that including natural
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conversational skills in interfaces may contribute to a more
eÆcient and satisfactory human-computer interaction.
It was only twenty years ago that interaction with comput-

ers was for the most part only possible through symbols that
could be understood exclusively by expert users. Today we
can hardly imagine that the interface once did not include
the graphical apparatus of icons, buttons, pictures and dia-
grams that we have become so accustomed to. Clearly, the
visual interactive qualities of interfaces have improved a lot,
but they are still unable to generate the basic communica-
tion structures in a similarly powerful and cooperative way
as we �nd in human-human communication. Today's com-
mercially available systems hardly ever answer questions in
a proper way, are unable to argue about particular informa-
tion and rarely provide relevant or even truthful feedback in
case of communication errors.
An important reason for this shortcoming is the lack of

fundamental knowledge about the basic concepts and the
theoretical principles that drive a conversation. The goal of
this paper is to present some of these theoretical principles
and a computational framework that enables us to generate
elementary speech act sequences in a dialogue between an
electronic assistant and a computer user. Since naive users
of complex systems often do not think and communicate in
terms of domain characteristics, we will concentrate on the
conversational process of the understanding of the mean-
ing of a vocabulary shared by two dialogue participants.
Users of cars, for instance, often speak in terms of `safety'
or `comfort', while domain characteristics are, for instance,
expressed in terms of `power brakes', `presence of airbags'
and `suspension system'. In order to give meaning to the
user's vocabulary, his or her vocabulary has to be trans-
lated into the domain ontology. In the framework discussed
in this paper, we will try to show how parts of the transla-
tion process can be simulated in a computational dialogue
framework. We will not consider learning of concepts as in
[25] nor the automatic construction of translations (e.g. [26,
11]).
In our approach, two electronic agents play a dialogue

game (see also [8]) in which speech acts or `moves' are pro-
duced to transfer relevant information with respect to a par-
ticular agreement about the meaning of the words in the
vocabulary. We will distance ourselves from the idea that
conversation can be modelled by a concatenation of speech
acts regulated by a set of sequencing rules or a grammar
(see also [19] and [14]). In line with [5], agents and their



behaviour are modelled, respectively, by cognitive states in
terms of various types of beliefs and the rules that generate
adequate speech acts and that determine the change of the
cognitive states as a result of a particular speech act.
In what follows, a dialogue game and its underlying com-

munication model will be described that enable us to gener-
ate cooperative speech act sequences. A particular instance
of the model will be chosen in which the agent that simulates
the user's behaviour - the user-agent - has no access to the
outside world and only receives information based on the ex-
change of conversational units. On the other hand, the agent
that simulates the computer system - the computer-agent -
may receive information by both conversational exchanges
and domain observations. Describing the properties and the
dynamics of the cognitive states or cognitive constructs in
relation to the various dialogue contributions is an essential
part of this work. In order to develop such a framework, the
following questions will be addressed: What type of cognitive
constructs should be included to model the dialogue's basic
structural properties (see [23])? How do the various dia-
logue contributions change the existing cognitive constructs
(see e.g. [13] and [7])? How do these changes inuence the
generation of new contributions?

2. NATURAL DIALOGUE
In its basic form, a dialogue can be conceived as a linear

alternating sequence of symbolic elements between two par-
ticipants [17]. The various contributions in the dialogue have
a meaning and a purpose, i.e. there is a relation between the
symbolic elements and particular cognitive constructs that
result from the interpretation process of the dialogue con-
tributions, and the sender intends to accomplish through
them a particular e�ect on the cognitive state of the ad-
dressee. In general the utterances do not form independent
segments of speech, but show a coherent structure of con-
versational units like words in a single sentence. A criterion
for the acceptability of a dialogue is usually hard to give and
heavily depends on its contextual characteristics such as the
goals and knowledge of the dialogue participants.
In our case the main goal will be determined by an initial

question asked by the user-agent. Given a limited num-
ber of belief constructs, a restricted number of initial states
can be distinguished from which the dialogue may start.
For instance, the user-agent by mistake assumes that the
meaning of the predicate is a shared belief by both part-
ners, but the computer-agent has no knowledge about the
meaning. Or worse, both dialogue partners initially assume
a di�erent shared meaning of the predicate, but the discrep-
ancy remains unnoticed. The latter case appears probably
quite often in dialogue and may cause serious communica-
tion problems.
Before we start the description of the dialogue game, we

will �rst discuss some examples. In all example dialogues the
user-agent U asks the �rst question to the computer-agent
C whether the predicate `safe' is applicable to a particular
car.

Dialogue 1:
U: Is it a safe car?
C: Yes, it is.
U: OK

Dialogue 2:

U: Is it a safe car?
C: Yes, it has air bags and a good crash test.
U: OK

In these two cases both participants know the term `safe'
and may believe that they have shared knowledge about
its meaning, although discrepancies may exist between the
two belief states. In dialogue 2, the reason for the extra
information given by C may be that he is aware of possible
misunderstandings and therefore the meaning of the term is
veri�ed by explicitly stating the de�nition in the response.
In Dialogue 3 neither of the two participants accepts the

other as an expert on the meaning of the term and neither
contributes extra information on which a decision may be
forced, therefore the dialogue ends in an in�nite loop of dis-
agreement.

Dialogue 3:
U: Is it a safe car?
C: Yes, it has air bags and a good crash test.
U: To my opinion, a safe car also has automatic

screen wipers.
C: To my opinion, a safe car does not need auto-

matic screen wipers.
U: Well, it does.
C: No, it doesn't. : : :

Clearly, the property of in�nity has to be avoided in the
framework. C's strategy could be, for instance, to accept
temporarily the de�nition stated by U and drop it after the
answer has been given (Dialogue 4). This implies that C
has to make a distinction between his own private beliefs
and his beliefs about U 's private beliefs.

Dialogue 4:
U: Is it a safe car?
C: Yes, it has air bags and a good crash test.
U: To my opinion, a safe car also has automatic

screen wipers.
C: It is my opinion that a safe car does not

need automatic screen wipers, but this car
has them, so in your terms, it would be safe.

U: OK

Agent C also has various strategies in the second turn. If
a common understanding is doubted, he may simply ask for
the meaning without manifesting his own interpretation.

Dialogue 5:
U: Is it a safe car?
C: What do you mean by 'safe'?
U: A safe car is a car that has air bags and a

good crash test.
C: In that case, it is safe.

A problem in Dialogue 5 is that, depending on C's tenac-
ity, U may incorrectly come to believe that U 's interpreta-
tion of the term is a shared belief and the dialogue suggests
that C has no interpretation. Not giving an interpretation
in these cases will be considered as a violation of the Gricean
quantity maxim, which roughly states: `Say enough, but not
too much' [15]. A possible solution is given in Dialogue 6
where C immediately provides the extra information after
U has manifested her translation of the term:



Dialogue 6:
U: Is it a safe car?
C: What do you mean by safe?
U: To my opinion, a safe car is a car that has air

bags and a good crash test.
C: Well, I think that a safe car also has automatic

screen wipers.
U: I don't care whether the car has automatic

screen wipers.
C: In that case, it is safe.

In Dialogue 6, C gives another cue by stressing the pro-
nomen `you', which already implicates that there may be
other translations as well, in particular C's translation. In
the framework below, we will avoid the extra turns and in
case of doubt of a shared translation, C will explicitly state
his translation of the term.
A rather bizarre case is given in Dialogue 7 where both

participants do not know a translation of term.

Dialogue 7
U: Is it a safe car?
C: What do you mean by safe?
U: I don't know what it means.
C: In that case I cannot say whether it is a safe

car.

In practice we do not expect these cases, since it implies
that U does not really know what she is talking about. As
we will see, however, the dialogue rules enable C to give the
responses that are provided in this dialogue.
From the previous discussion we conclude that there may

be four basic initial settings:

a. both agents have the same interpretation and so agree
about the meaning of the term (Dialogue 1 and 2),

b. both agents have di�erent interpretations (Dialogue 3,
4 and 6),

c. only one of the agents has an interpretation (Dialogue
5),

d. none of the agents has an interpretation (Dialogue 7).

So, in general, in response to the question \P (c)?" by U ,
where P refers to the term that has to be translated and
which is applicable to the object c, C has three basic moves
in the second turn:

a. C may simply answer the question (e.g. \Yes, it is",
\No, it is not")

b. C may give information about his translation (e.g. \Do
you mean that it has ?", \No, because it has no : : :")

c. C may simply ask a counter-question (e.g. \What do
you mean by `safe'?")

Note that, depending on C's knowledge state, the initial
setting in b. may lead to di�erent responses by C. For in-
stance, suppose that C incorrectly believes that a particu-
lar interpretation is shared, then he may simply answer the
question without providing extra information. As a result,
a possible deviation in U 's and C's interpretation will not
be manifested in the dialogue. If, on the other hand, C

Domain of Discourse

Participant X Participant Y

Figure 1: The triangle metaphor

does not believe that U shares the information, C may add
extra information about his interpretation of the term. In
conclusion, the content of C's turn not only depends on his
knowledge about the answer to the question, but also on his
knowledge about his dialogue partner.
Another important observation is that C's response in b.

enables the participants to initiate an argumentation about
the interpretation of the term, since his interpretation or a
part of the interpretation is manifested in the dialogue and
U may notice inconsistencies with her own interpretation.
Examples were already given in Dialogue 3 and Dialogue
6. Below we will assume, however, that the computer-agent
gives priority to the translation of the user-agent.

3. THE BASIC MODEL
The dialogue framework presented in this paper is based

on a simple model employed in human-computer interac-
tion [18, 1, 20]. Underlying this model is the recognition
that humans interact naturally with their environment in
two ways: symbolically and physically. On the one hand,
if there is an intermediary interpreter, humans can interact
symbolically and use language to give commands, ask for
or provide information, etcetera. On the other hand, phys-
ically, one manipulates objects, for instance, by moving or
fastening them, or observes them by seeing, feeling, hearing,
tasting or smelling. The essential di�erence between the two
types of interaction is that actions of the �rst type (e.g. il-
locutionary acts and their semantic content [4, 21]) need
an interpreter who can bridge the gap between the symbols
and their actual meaning and purpose, while actions of the
second type are related in a more direct manner to human
perception and action.
In parallel with the distinction symbolical vs. physical,

humans engaged in dialogues can perform two types of ex-
ternal actions: a. communicative actions intended to cause
some cognitive e�ect in the recipient, and b. non-commu-
nicative actions to observe or change particular properties
of the domain. Obviously, the two types of action can be
considerably interrelated (c.f. [16, 2]). In addition, we will
include an action type that is neither communicative nor ex-
ternal, namely inference { i.e. the process of adjusting the
cognitive states of participants solely based on their previous
states. In short, the basic model includes perception, action,
communication and thinking in an extremely rudimentary
form.
The distinctive interaction channels are represented in the

so-called triangle metaphor (Figure 1), where the corners



represent the domain of discourse (or the external world)
and the two participants, and the arrows the ow of in-
formation between the participants themselves and between
the participants and the domain. The external actions can
be expressed in terms of the ow of information between the
corners of the triangle. A communicative act performed by
participant X towards participant Y is a ow of information
from X to Y ; observation of the domain is a ow of infor-
mation from the domain towards the observer and an action
carried out in the domain is a ow of information from the
actor to the domain. Below, the term communication will
be used exclusively in reference to an information ow be-
tween the participants; interaction will be conceived in a
broader sense and includes ows of information between the
participants and the domain.
In practice, the communication channel between the two

participants may cause messages to be delayed (as in let-
ters) or disturbed by, for instance, noise. Also, the channel
can be duplex, where both participants can speak at a time,
or half-duplex, where only one participant can speak at the
time. Here, we will consider the channel between the par-
ticipants and between the participants and the domain of
discourse as an ideal half-duplex channel, which means that
no information is delayed or lost during transfer and that
information can ow only in one direction at a time. Time
is unimportant, but the order of communicative and non-
communicative acts is important, since the acts change the
cognitive states of the dialogue agents.
In the model, we clearly distinguish between the world and

knowledge (or beliefs) about the world. The world is repre-
sented by a set of concrete objects (cars, clothes, buildings,
: : :) that have particular characteristics (colour, weight, : : :)
with a particular value (green, red, heavy, : : :). Also, the
objects may have particular relations between them (next,
heavier, : : :). The knowledge about the world is a represen-
tation of the objects with their characteristics and their re-
lations. In the latter case we will also use the term ontology .
In general, the ontology abstracts the essence of the domain
of discourse and helps to catalogue and distinguish various
types of objects in the domain, their properties and rela-
tionships. To indicate the subjective nature of the agents'
information state, we will often use the term `belief' instead
of knowledge.
Agents may assign characteristics to certain aspects of the

world that are not directly perceivable. A particular agent
may �nd the colour red ugly, but ugliness is not a direct per-
ceivable feature or does not even have to exist in the actual
world. Red will therefore be called a perceivable feature,
while ugliness represents a non-perceivable feature. We will
assume that non-perceivable features are always based on or
expressible in one or more perceivable features. So, ugliness
may be a combination of, for instance, the features red and
big.

4. A COOPERATIVE DIALOGUE GAME
In the dialogue game described in this paper, we will make

some simpli�cations with respect to the model described in
the previous section. Firstly, we assume that the user-agent
U of the question has no access to the domain of discourse
and that her partner C can observe the perceivable features
whenever necessary. This implies that C is always able to
answer the question whenever a translation of the term is
available. Secondly, it will be assumed that both agents

know the meaning of perceivable predicates; in other words,
the predicates are part of the agents' shared beliefs, have
the same interpretation for both agents and, consequently,
the meaning of perceivable predicates is never part of the
discussion. Thirdly, it will be assumed that the communi-
cation channel is ideal, i.e. the partner will always receive
correctly the information sent by one of the participants.
Also, observations made by C will always be in agreement
with the actual state of the world.
Facts about the world will be described as one-place pred-

icates, such as Red(car1 ) or Big(car2 ). It will be assumed
that all facts in the world are static and perceivable. The
�rst assumption implies that facts in the world do not change
during the interaction and therefore do not become false.
The second assumption implies that all facts may become
part of the belief state of the computer-agent.
We will distinguish the following sets:

1. 
, i.e. a set of perceivable features in the world com-
mon to both U and C,

2. 	, i.e. a set of non-perceivable features, and

3. 	$ 
, i.e. a set of translations from non-perceivable
features to perceivable features.

Since non-perceivable features and their translations are
subjective by their very nature, we will add the agent's cog-
nitive state in the description. The agents' cognitive state
consists of the following constructs:

� Private information of an agent m about the domain
of discourse (Bm)

� Private information of an agent m about what the
other agent believes (BmBn)

� Private information of an agentm about shared beliefs
of both agents m and n (BmMB)

� A pending stack that contains in order of appearance
the speech acts that have to be processed.

Furthermore, we will introduce some abbreviations:

� Below we use capital letters for predicates P;Q;R; : : :
and small letters for the accompanying propositions,
p; q; r; : : : For instance, P applied to a particular object
c, notated as P (c), is abbreviated to the proposition
p.

� P (c) $ Q(c): The translation of the non-perceivable
predicate P is Q, where Q is a single perceivable pred-
icate or a conjunction of perceivable predicates. Below
we will also write p$ q in case of propositions.

� Bmz: The proposition or translation z is part of the
private beliefs of agent m; if z is a proposition, the
predicate Z can either be a perceivable predicate or a
non-perceivable predicate.

� BmMBz: The proposition or translation z is part of
the shared beliefs of agent m; if z is a proposition, the
predicate Z can either be a perceivable predicate or a
non-perceivable predicate.

� :9qBm(p $ q): Agent m has no translation of the
non-perceivable predicate P in his private belief .



� :9qBmMB(p$ q): Agent m has no translation of the
non-perceivable predicate P in his shared belief.

Note that an agent's cognitive state not only contains propo-
sitions, but also translations, which can be considered as a
special type of propositions.
We assume that the agents can reason about beliefs by

Modus Ponens and that the following dependencies exist
between the cognitive constructs of an agent:

(R1) BmMBz ! Bmz & BmBnz

Hence, if a proposition or a translation is part of the mu-
tual belief of agent m, it is also part of the private belief and
of the beliefs about the other. It is important to note that
the opposite does not hold.
In R2 it is expressed that the user-agent takes over the

perceivable propositions of the computer-agent.

(R2) BmBnp & p 2 
! Bmp;

provided that m denotes the user-agent.
In fact, the rule establishes particular roles in the dia-

logue, since the computer-agent is considered as an expert
on perceivable propositions. A problem could be that the in-
formation state of the user-agent becomes inconsistent. This
has to be prevented by an update function, which will not
be discussed in this paper.

5. RULES OF THE DIALOGUE
Moves are fully determined by the cognitive state of the

participant who performs the move and the rules that are
applicable to this state. A double arrow `)' links the pre-
conditions of the move to the move itself. The left side of
the arrow is of type proposition and represents the precon-
ditions in terms of the cognitive state of an agent; the right
side is of type action and represents the generated move.
We will use the expression TOPm to indicate the speech act
that is on top of the stack of agent m. The following speech
acts are used in the framework.

Definition 1. (Speech acts)

� tell(m;z)

� tell(m;z?)

� tell(m;z�)

� tell(m;z j z0)

� stop(m)

where m denotes the performing agent and z and z0 range
over (negated) propositions and translations.

The meaning of the speech acts is determined by the gener-
ation and update rules given below.
We will assume that the initial question by the user-agent

has been asked in the �rst turn. For reasons of legibility,
we will describe the rules in the order of the various turns.
It should be stressed, however, that the applicability of the
rules depends on the preconditions of a particular move and
is not determined by the turn. So, the variables m and n

below may refer to the user-agent or the computer-agent.

5.1 The second turn
After the user-agent has asked the initial question, the

computer-agent has three possibilities to continue the dia-
logue:

1. The computer-agent knows that a translation is shared
by his partner and so gives the answer.

2. The computer-agent has a translation, but he believes
that A does not share it.

3. The computer-agent has no translation.

Generation rules G1a and G1b express that if m believes
that if p has previously been asked by the partner n - i.e.
n's question is on top of the m's stack - and m believes that
there is a shared translation of p and m does not believe
that the partner has a di�erent translation and m believes
p (G1a) or m believes not p (G1b), then an answer will be
provided without extra information:

(G1a) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & 9qBmMB(p$ q) & Bmp

) tell(m; p)

(G1b) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & 9qBmMB(p$ q) &

Bm(:p)) tell(m;:p)

Note that we do not consider the case where m does not
know the answer, since we have assumed that m was al-
ways able to �nd an answer to the question as long as the
proposition is build up from perceivable predicates and a
translation is available.
In the rules G2a and G2b, m does not believe that his

partner shares the meaning of the term, but a translation is
available. As a result, a conditional answer is generated and
extra information about the translation is added:

(G2a) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & :9q(BmMB(p$ q)_

BmBn(p$ q)) & Bm(p$ r) & Bm(p)

) tell(m; p j p$ r)

(G2b) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & :9q(BmMB(p$ q)_

BmBn(p$ q)) & Bm(p$ r) & Bm(:p)

) tell(m;:p j p$ r)

In both rules we have added the extra precondition that
m may have no belief about the belief of the other with
reference to the translation (:9qBmBn(p $ q)). In those
cases, m should give priority to n's belief (G2c and G2d; see
also the fourth turn):

(G2c) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & BmBn(p$ q)) & Bm(q)

) tell(m; p j p$ q)

(G2d) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & BmBn(p$ q)) & Bm(:q)

) tell(m;:p j p$ q)



Rule G3 expresses that if no translation is available, m
asks for a translation to her partner:

(G3) TOPm = tell(n; p?) & :9qBm(p$ q)

) tell(m;p$ r?)

In rule G3 the question by m refers to the perceivable
predicates, not the whole translation. In natural language
this can be expressed by a WH-question, indicating that the
variable r has to be instantiated (e.g. `What is the transla-
tion of p?').

5.2 The third turn
So far we have described the rules that regulate the second

turn in the dialogue. In the third turn, the response of
the computer-agent is on top of the stack of the user-agent.
Depending on this response and the cognitive state of the
user-agent, the user-agent has four possible reactions:

4. the computer-agent's response may be accepted,

5. the response may be rejected and a translation may be
provided,

6. the user-agent may indicate that he has a translation
available or

7. the computer-agent may indicate that he does not have
a translation.

As we already discussed, the last of these cases is rather
bizarre.
In G4a and G4b, n accepts the statement by m that p

or that :p as long as there is no proof for the contrary and
stops the dialogue.

(G4a) TOPn = tell(m; p) & :Bn(:p)) stop(n)

(G4b) TOPn = tell(m;:p) & :Bn(p)) stop(n)

In G4c, n accepts a translation if there is no other trans-
lation available, and therefore also accepts the truth value
of p:

(G4c) TOPn = tell(m; p j p$ q) & :9rBn(p$ r &

r 6= q)) stop(n)

In G5 the translation is rejected because n has found a
translation that does not correspond to his own translation.
In a rejection, the agent tells the grounds for his rejection
(p $ r), so that m has knowledge about the reason of the
discrepancy.

(G5) TOPn = tell(m; p j p$ q) & Bn(p$ r)

) tell(n; p$ r)

G6 expresses that if a question has been asked bym about
the translation, n will manifest his translation if he has one.

(G6) TOPn = tell(m; p$ q?) & Bn(p$ q)

) tell(n; p$ q)

If there is no translation, the agent will say so (G7).

(G7) TOPn = tell(m; p$ q?) & :9rBn(p$ r)

) tell(n; p$ q�))

5.3 The fourth turn
Depending on the cognitive state of the computer-agent,

he may apply one of the previous rules, or a rule that stops
the dialogue. If, for instance, the user-agent has manifested
a translation and the computer-agent had no translation
available, the translation will be used by m to provide an
answer to the initial question. This is expressed in rules G2c
and G2d.
If n has manifested that he does not know a translation,

the dialogue ends, as expressed by rule G8:

(G8) TOPm = tell(n; p$ q�)) stop(m)

6. THE UPDATE OF COGNITIVE STATES
The update function yields a new cognitive state depend-

ing on the old state and the move just performed. To rep-
resent the consequences (or postconditions) of a particular
move, we introduce `�'. The left side is of type action and
represents the performed move; the right side represents the
postconditions and denotes how the cognitive states should
be updated. POPm means that the top of the stack of m
will be removed, PUSHm indicates that the just performed
speech act has to be put on top of m's stack .
We will not be concerned with the full details of the up-

date mechanism and assume that the cognitive states will
be updated in accordance with the principles expressed in
the rules R1 and R2. In the postconditions we will represent
always the weakest conditions. For instance, if the shared
beliefs are represented in the postcondition, the private be-
liefs and beliefs about the other are automatically updated
in accordance with rule R1.
U1a and U1b express that a question is pushed on top

of the stack of the recipient. The speech act has no further
consequences for the cognitive state of the dialogue partners.

(U1a) tell(m; p?)� PUSH n

(U1b) tell(m; p$ q?)� PUSH n

U2 expresses that a proposition is simply added to the
mutual beliefs of the dialogue participants and pushed on
the stack of the partner:

(U2) tell(m;z)� BnMBz & BmMBz &

PUSH n & POPm

where z denotes a (negated) proposition.
In case the statement contains a translation, the trans-

lation is added to the belief state of the partner about the
other and the stack of the performer of the speech act is
popped.



(U3) tell(n; p$ q)� BmBn(p$ q) & POPn

(U4) tell(m; p j p$ q)� PUSH n & BnBmq

(U5) tell(m;:p j p$ q)� PUSH n & BnBm:q

(U6) tell(n; p$ q�)� POPn & POPm

We will now turn to an example where the computer agent
C and the user-agent U play the co-operative dialogue game
based on the previously introduced cognitive constructs and
the generation and update rules.
In Figure 2 we have depicted the game-board, i.e. the cog-

nitive states of C and U , the communicative acts (MOVE)
that occur as a result of the dialogue rules, and, in addi-
tion, a reference to the applied update and generation rules
(RULE); empty states are indicated by `�'. We have only
depicted the content of a cognitive state in case of a change.
We have omitted beliefs on mutual beliefs because we as-
sume them to be initially empty and moreover, in this par-
ticular dialogue they do not change.
In this example, the computer-agent has a translation that

does not correspond to the user-agent's translation. It can
be observed how the various dialogue rules regulate the be-
haviour so that the computer-agent uses the translation of
his partner to provide an answer, but does not transfer the
translation to his own beliefs.

7. DISCUSSION
In spoken dialogue, decisions about the function, content

and form of the conversational units are taken within tenths
of a second, therefore any computational theory of human
dialogue must be subject to simple decision rules. The com-
putational and generative aspect of the game presented in
this paper forces us to be very explicit about these rules.
The game provides a formal set of generation and update
rules for the conduct of a dialogue and accurately shows
how, during a dialogue, the cognitive states of participants
change as a result of the exchange of information. It can
be shown that neither a planning approach (see e.g. [3]),
nor a speech act grammar approach is needed (or wanted)
to build coherent structures of conversation, and that coher-
ence relations can be described in a situated sense [22], based
on the context of the dialogue in terms of the agents' cog-
nitive state and the immediately preceding conversational
unit. Since only a limited number of attitudes was included,
the framework does not su�er from the same computational
complexity as in most planning approaches where agents
are not only able to reason about the discourse domain, but
also about their own and their partner's beliefs and inten-
tions. The tables accurately depict which set of constructs
of the speaker's cognitive state induces the performance of
a particular speech act and how the cognitive states of both
participants change as a consequence of the dialogue contri-
butions.
Evidently, the dialogue game presented in this paper is

still rudimentary and extensions can be developed along
many di�erent lines. It should be noted, however, that some
extensions may have far-reaching consequences for di�erent
aspects of the dialogue game. Some important simpli�ca-
tions were made in the game with respect to the underly-
ing communication model. The dialogue participants could

never be interrupted and the user-agent is unable to ob-
serve domain information in addition to her private beliefs.
Furthermore, players could never be mis-informed and did
not have weak evidence for a speci�c fact. In natural sit-
uations, however, where people have multimodal access to
various aspects of the world, information channels may be
disturbed and an agent's attention may be attracted by a
variety of sources, including pointing acts of the dialogue
partner. The triangle model includes some of the necessary
basic ingredients to describe these phenomena, but there are
a number of important questions left. For instance, when
do agents decide to observe the domain rather than infer
the information from their own belief state or ask a ques-
tion to their partner? How does an agent's cognitive rep-
resentation depend on whether information is observed or
communicated and how do these representations inuence
the course of the dialogue? Partly, the answers depend on
fundamental psychological issues, such as perceptual abil-
ities, memory capacity and attention capabilities. In this
paper, however, we abstracted from these matters, since in-
cluding them dramatically increases the complexity of the
model without supplying a substantial contribution to the
explanation of the dialogue structure.
Hence, stripping a dialogue down to some of its basic com-

ponents shows us which phenomena can be explained with
fairly simple constructs and which aspects explicitly have to
be included in the model. Nevertheless, there still is consid-
erable work to be done of which the following is probably of
primary importance:

1. Extension of the domain language: players should be
able to discuss objects, their relations and properties.

2. Addition of relevant mental constructs, such as com-
mitments, intentions and desires [10].

3. Possibility to play di�erent agent roles, such as ex-
pert/novice or teacher/student.

4. Investigation of di�erent communicative situations, in
particular cases where the communication channel is
disturbed or subjects have various multimodal ways of
access to a domain of discourse.

5. Proving formal properties of dialogues such as termi-
nation and absence of deadlock, for instance using the
agent process algebra acpl [12, 6].

Finally, it is our impression that we should strive for a
more integrative theory of language use, based on a profound
analysis of what people actually do in conversation com-
bined with results from philosophically and computation-
ally oriented approaches. Traditionally, speech act theory,
as a representative of more theoretical oriented approaches,
has focused on single conversational units; in contrast, con-
versation analysis has been oriented towards empirical as-
pects of language use and rules for turn taking. Speech acts
are part of conversation and therefore should be one of the
structuring elements of conversation - but by no means all
of them. Viewing conversation as a Wittgensteinian game,
where speech acts are considered to be context-changing op-
erations on mental contexts, could be a promising start for
a more systematic formalisation in the area of language use,
but only if it is integrated in a more general framework of
human behaviour.



BC BCBU StackC MOVE BU BUBC StackU RULE
p$ q1 ^ q2 � � p$ q1 ^ q3 � �

q1;:q2; q3;:p
tell(U; p?)

tell(U; p?) U1a
tell(C;:p j p$ q1 ^ q2) G2b

p$ q1 ^ q3 :(q1 ^ q2) tell(C;:p j : : :) U5
:(q1 ^ q2) R2

tell(U; p$ q1 ^ q3) G5
p$ q1 ^ q3 � U3

tell(C; p j p$ q1 ^ q3) G2c
p$ q1 ^ q3 :(q1 ^ q2) tell(C; p j : : :) U4
:(q1 ^ q2) q1; q3
q1; q3; p R2

stop(U) G4c

Figure 2: Dialogue in which there is no shared understanding of a non-perceivable predicate
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